Hague Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Industrial Designs

PARTIAL WITHDRAWAL OF A DECLARATION CONTAINED IN THE INSTRUMENT OF RATIFICATION OF THE 1999 ACT: DENMARK

1. It is recalled that on September 9, 2008, the Government of Denmark deposited its instrument of ratification of the Geneva (1999) Act of the Hague Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Industrial Designs with the Director General of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). This instrument of ratification contained a declaration specifying that, until further decision, the 1999 Act would not apply to the Faroe Islands and Greenland.


3. On October 11, 2010, the Director General of WIPO received a further declaration from the Government of Denmark which withdrew the declaration contained in the instrument of ratification of the 1999 Act with respect to Greenland only.

4. In a communication received on November 17, 2010, by the International Bureau of WIPO the Danish Patent and Trademark Office specified that the 1999 Act would apply to Greenland in respect of designations of Denmark in international registrations bearing a date of January 11, 2011, or later.
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